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"If you investigate the last 25 years of Hepatitis B, the disease, you will find or put together a 
chapter on the promotion of fear about the disease in the male gay community of America. Leading 
to? Large numbers of gay men getting vaccinations against Hep B. Leading, in turn, to false 
positive HIV tests. Leading to the administration of killer, cell-destroying drugs."--- [2003] 
Depopulation and HIV by Jon Rappoport
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Quotes
If you investigate the last 25 years of Hepatitis B, the disease, you will find or put together a chapter 
on the promotion of fear about the disease in the male gay community of America. Leading to? 
Large numbers of gay men getting vaccinations against Hep B. Leading, in turn, to false positive 
HIV tests. Leading to the administration of killer, cell-destroying drugs. [2003] Depopulation and 
HIV by Jon Rappoport

"So he [Kremer] knew [after his rejection by the mass media] that it [the AIDS scam] was 
intentional from the very beginning. They [the higher-ups, politically, in Germany and, by 
implication, elsewhere] wanted to have a blood and sex plague...He [Kremer] was dealing at the top 
political level. They told him off the record, that they knew [about the fraud], they didn't care, it was 
about how to deal with the drug problem and with the homosexuals." 
    The meaning of this is clear. Drug users and certain areas in the gay community were 
experiencing high levels of Hepatitis B – and added to this, the Hepatitis B vaccine was also used 
widely in these groups. The result was a falsely positive HIV test – leading to the domino effect of 
death I've described above. It's called depopulation. ~
    Lanka continues, "They even tried to kill him [Kremer], and this didn't succeed. He had a good 
intuition and got out of his car before the tire blew out...the German government was carrying out a 
secret psychological investigation, trying to prove that he was mentally ill...and in danger of 
committing suicide..." [2003] Depopulation and HIV by Jon Rappoport

"There is no question that HIV was introduced into the U.S. male homosexual population via the 
gay hepatitis B vaccine experiment that took place between 1978 and 1981. My research clearly 
supports the outbreak of AIDS cases in Los Angeles and San Francisco shortly after the experiment 
began in those cities. Not surprisingly, the government has refused to release data on the number of 
AIDS deaths that have occurred in the large group of gay men who initially volunteered for the 
vaccine experiment." ---Dr Alan Cantwell

Dr. Kremer knew this already by 1984. He was very worried about the fate of his patients, because 
in 1984 the politicians asked him to put these already stigmatized "HIV-positive" patients into 
quarantine, which means to separate them from the other ones. He said no, because there's no 
infectious entity out there. He knew everybody who went through chronic active hepatitis or had the 
hepatitis B vaccine would test "HIV-positive." So he knew that there is no infection in his hospital. 
    He informed the mass media, who went to his hospital to inform themselves, in great detail. He 
told them all the evidence. And the very same journalists, in talk shows, in Der Spiegel [one of 
Germany's largest and most popular magazines] for example, published just the contrary. So he 
knew that it was intentional from the very beginning. They played war. They all wanted to have a 
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blood and sex plague, contrary to the evidence which he presented to them. So he knew that AIDS 
was built up on misconceptions. He was dealing at the top political level. They told him, off the 
record, that they knew, they didn't care, it was about how to deal with the drug problem and with the 
homosexuals. 
    They even tried to kill him, and this didn't succeed. He had a good intuition and got out of his car 
before the tire blew out. Then he learned from a minister who had a deep respect for him, because 
of his work with prisoners and drug abusers, that the German government was carrying out a secret 
psychological investigation, trying to prove that he was mentally ill and being kept in his job only 
because they considered him in danger of committing suicide. So when he learned this, he left his 
very highly-ranked position because he was not able to be silent on this. That would not fit his 
ethics.
    I also met Professor Alfred Hässig of Switzerland. He founded Swiss blood-donation system and 
was one of the first to take out products from the blood in order to make plasma to treat chronic 
disease. By becoming a colleague and a very close friend of his by now, I learned a great deal about 
the whole blood-producing industry and the criminal energy behind it. In March of 1996 in Berne 
[capital of Switzerland], Hässig, Kremer and I met for the first time. 
    It became clear, also, what's happening in the field of hepatitis. They are not dealing with a virus. 
Of course, there's a possibility to enrich certain kinds of proteins in blood products, which then 
cause severe autoimmune reactions, but only in very stressed-out people, never in non-stressed 
people. When they learned to take out these proteins from the blood products, or dilute them, there 
are not hepatic problems anymore. I learned this through him. [1995]   INTERVIEW STEFAN   
LANKA
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